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We study entanglement via the subsystem purity relative to bipartitions of arbitrary excited states in conformal field theory, equivalent to the scaling limit of critical spin chains. We find that the purity decays exponentially when the system and the subsystem sizes are comparable until the finitevolume induced saturation is reached, signaling that excited states are maximally entangled. The exponential behavior translates into extensivity for the second Rényi entropy. Since the coefficient of this linear law depends only on the excitation energy, this result shows an interesting relationship between energy and quantum information and elucidates the role of microscopic details. Entanglement is the essence of quantum theory. Beyond quantum informational aspects, the amount of entanglement coded into a quantum many-body system is an increasingly important quantity, that provides a general way to characterize quantum fluctuation. It can for instance inform us about interesting phases of matter (e.g. Hall states) and whether a system is close to criticality [1] .
To define a measure of entanglement for a system in a pure state it is enough to look at a spatial bipartition (A ∪ B). A family of measures coming from the reduced density matrix consists of the Rényi entropies, defined as
Beside the usual von Neumann entropy S 1 = lim n→1 S n also especially important is the second Rényi entropy that measures the purity of the subsystem. The concept of purity can be introduced with the help of a 'maximally entangled' basis {|m } on A (specific to the pure state of the whole system), for which all the coherences are zero and the reduced density matrix is in the form
A on this basis describes the purity of the subsystem. If the subsystem can be described by a pure state purity would be one, while for mixed states it would give the inverse of the effective number of maximally entangled states needed to describe it. The more this number goes to zero the less pure the mixed state is, therefore the more the partitions are entangled. Since the dimension of the subsystem Hilbert space scales exponentially with its size, exponential decay (i.e. extensivity of the Rényi entropy) would mean maximally entangled states.
The scaling of these measures with the subsystem size in an interesting and very informative feature. It is now well established that ground states of systems governed by local gapful Hamiltonians satisfy the area law [2, 3] : the amount of entanglement between a subsystem and its complement is proportional to the size of the interface between them. However, the case of excited states is a much less understood one. It is generally believed that for excited states the entanglement should be extensive, i.e. they are maximally entangled, but explicit results are only available for special cases and complete descriptions were only attempted for a handful of lattice models.
Because of universality the case of conformal field theories is especially interesting, being the scaling limits of critical systems. Here the area law for the ground state is modified into a logarithmic law [4, 5] with a universal coefficient. For excited states the logarithmic behavior persists when the subsystem size is infinitesimal compared to the whole. On the other hand, the finite volume scaling functions, i.e. when the subsystem is comparable to the whole, show very interesting features, in particular hints of a thermodynamic behavior for very small (but not infinitesimal) subsystem sizes, connecting energy with the amount of entanglement in a universal way [6, 7] . Despite these advances the excited states are still only poorly understood.
In this Letter by examining a variety of excited states in multiple CFTs we establish that in one dimensional critical systems the subsystem purity (i.e. its finite volume scaling function) decays exponentially signaling that these states are maximally entangled. We can understand this by an argument inspired by the orthogonality catastrophe: the overlap between corresponding states in two realizations of the same model with different finite volumes should go to zero when the relative system size goes to zero and the approach should be exponential. Indeed, in a spin chain adding one site to the chain does not in any appreciable way alter the wavefunctions and the overlap between corresponding states is almost one. However, when one successively adds many new spins to the chain the small deviations add up and the states gradually become orthogonal. Of course, this is a simplified picture and not universal, e.g. it breaks down for ground states of local Hamiltonians, however it seems to hold for excited states.
For the Rényi entropy the exponential decay of the purity translates as extensivity. Examining the coefficient of the linear law shows that the relationship between energy and the amount of quantum information (now measured by the Rényi entropy) extends to subsystem sizes comparable to the whole system as
with a nonlinear function s only depending on the excitation energy. The lower bound d log. corresponds to the small subsystem size limit, where the ground state's logarithmic law dominates with thermodynamic corrections. The upper bound d sat. facilitates a saturation, so that the symmetry S(A) = S(B) would hold. It is only the saturation value and its approach that differs for energetically degenerate states signaling a measure of blindness of the Rényi entropy (subsystem purity) to microscopic details of excited states.
In the rest of this letter we outline a computation technique based on the concepts in [5, 7, 8 ] to find the exact finite volume scaling functions of the Rényi entropies and in particular, the second one equivalent to the subsystem purity for arbitrary excited states. We also present representative results for excited states in the Ising and three state Potts universality classes.
The treatment of descendent fields CFT. In order to formulate our problem we expand the traces in (1): the relevant expression can be written in terms of sums on a basis set of states in the Hilbert space, and since we are in finite volume the energy level are quantized and we can certainly write:
where states labeled by a, a ′ live on the partition A, while
The main problem is that a priori it is not clear how to obtain the sets of states living on restrictions in terms of those living on the full domain. However, one can reinterpret the sum by noticing, that it is equivalent to a four point function on a non-trivial geometry [5] consisting of two sheets (with periodic boundary conditions on each) sewed together along A in a circular manner,
where the operator Ψ implements the state |Ψ on the corresponding complex plane Ψ(0)|0 = |Ψ . R 2 refers to the nontrivial Riemann surface (see Fig. 1 ). The above formula means that via the state-operator correspondence the Rényi entropies can be related to certain n-point functions in a non-trivial geometry [7, 8] . The normalization is relative to the one-sheeted geometry, where we prescribe 0|0 R1 = 1. For example, taking into account the normalization, for the ground state we have
c being (in case of unitary models) the central charge. This formula is equivalent to the ubiquitous logarithm law for the ground state, S ∼ c log d first derived in [4] and then generalized to more complicated cases, e.g. finite temperature and bipartitions consisting of disconnected subsystems [5] . The Rényi entropy of special excited states, that correspond to primary fields have already been studied [7, 8] . However, since the powerful methods of CFT are usually available in minimal models, where only a handful of low-lying excitations correspond to primary states, in order to examine a satisfying number of excitations it was necessary to generalize the previous approach to descendent states which required a more careful treatment. The Riemann surface (expressed in terms of ξ coordinates) can be mapped to a plane by the transformation
The two planes are prescribed to be mapped to the two branches of the complex square root, i.e. ξ = 0 1,2 maps to e iπ 2 (2m+1−d) , m = 1, 2. It is important to perform UV and IR regularizations by excluding the neighborhoods of the common points of A andĀ and going to finite volume, making i) the plane topologically compatible with R 2 and ii) the entropies finite.
The ratio of the subsystem purity for the excited state and the vacuum is then given by the equal-time (|z| = 1 in radial quantization) four-point function
on the complex plane. T represents the transformation of the fields under f d (ξ). One can already see the small subsystem size limit by taking the first term of the operator product expansions between the first and second two operators. The result is in general [7] S
∆,∆ being the chiral and antichiral scaling dimensions of the underlying field Ψ.
To evaluate the four point function exactly and get the whole finite volume scaling function we first need to transform descendent operators under f d . (Note that the images of the adjoints can be obtained from fields living in ξ = 0 by f −d .) The first term of the transformation law of a (chiral) descendent operator is easy to obtain in general as
for a field φ with scaling weight ∆, however for a descendent field all the lower descendents in the given tower are also generated (represented above by ". . .") and they can by no means disregarded in the four-point functions.
The precise generation of lower terms is known [9] and can be written in the compact form
where the infinite product truncates to involve the L n Virasoro generators with n ≤ m, m being the descendence level of the field φ, i.e. ∆ = h + m and h is the primary weight. The appearing R n [f, z) coefficients are known, the first few being
the latter being the Schwarzian also giving rise to the better known transformation law of the stress-energy tensor
To find the exact transformation laws for arbitrary fields we developed a systematic computation technique and implemented it as an automatized program that results in a sum of four point functions of, in general, descendent fields,
. The exact evaluation of such n-point functions is again in principle known and it can be obtained from the four point function of the associated primary fields by acting on it with an appropriate differential operator. The simplest example is the four-point function of three primaries and one descendent, e.g.
where the particular differential operator is easily inferred from the conformal Ward identities. To find the differential operator in the general case we used a computation scheme, in which the Virasoro generators are rewritten as contour integrals
and contours are successively deformed from one operator insertion point to the others. Using this contour deformation technique it is possible to reduce any npoint function into a sum of ones that involve only the generator L −1 ≡ ∂. The residual four-point functions of primaries can be obtained exactly for instance by means of the Coulomb gas construction [10] as a sum of chiral×antichiral products of hypergeometric functions (conformal blocks) [11] . All the details that we exclude here will be discussed in a later publication [12] , where we shall present a different application of the present framework.
Results and discussion In Figs. 2 and 3 we show results for the subsystem purity for excited states in the Ising c = 1/2 and the three state Potts c = 4/5 models. For the former case we also checked the results for energetically nondegenerate states against data coming from the lattice realization of the critical Ising spin chain (of 200 spins) and found to be in perfect agreement (also see Fig. 2 ). [13] In addition to the general characteristics already discussed we see that a further recurring feature is that for certain states one can identify multiple exponents important in different domains of the finite volume scaling function. While the first exponent depends only on the excitation energy (2) the further exponents are different for degenerate states. Based on this observation we can also define a purity spectrum {p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p n } consisting of all We organized the plots according to the descendence level of the excited states (and the primaries are not shown). The exponents of the purity in the (first) exponential domain depend on the excitation energy in a nonlinear way. The Rényi entropy S2 = − log P can also be read off these plots. For the level one and two states we also show data from the critical Ising spin chain marked on the plots by points. The agreement is very convincing and serves as a check of the present framework. Note, that the scale is in fact arbitrary depending on the regularization (e.g. system size).
the exponents relative to the specific state. Indeed, it would be very interesting to better understand this form of the purity through an explicit calculation of the exponents in terms of the conformal data and to understand their physical meaning. In fact, a similar structure was found in [14] for the XY spin chain and it was suggested that (at least some) excited states can be reinterpreted as ground states of systems of coupled spin chains where applying the area law (valid in the massive case) leads to an extensive behavior for the entanglement entropy with slope-changes depending on the specific state.
Incidentally, we also establish, that the Rényi entropy is a different finite volume scaling function for different but energetically degenerate states (i.e. the approach of the saturation value), confirming that they can indeed be used for state identification (suggested in [7] ). The present framework will also enable a number of exciting future applications, e.g. the study of excited state entanglement in one dimensional massive field theories through the truncated conformal space approach. 
